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Kofa Boyah, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****. Envision a world where natural disasters threaten the survival of mankind. Tidal
waves, earthquakes snowstorms simultaneously strike, claiming thousands of unsuspecting lives in
an instant. The world s leaders and prolific thinkers turn towards science to explain the crisis, while
others site religious platitudes and The End of Days. But what if they are all wrong? June discovers
during the aftermath he is now able to do things beyond what any human is capable. When others
emerge with similar abilities, Dr. Charles Risk, the founder of CURE, vows to help them control and
understand their gifts. But things are not as they seem as intentions become clear and June learns
the origin of the events are deeper than anyone could ever imagine. As his powers continue to
evolve, June is faced with a choice that will forever change his life and decide the fate of humanity.
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ReviewsReviews

A top quality publication along with the font used was intriguing to read. I really could comprehended everything using this written e ebook. Its been
designed in an remarkably straightforward way and it is only a er i finished reading through this publication by which basically altered me, modify the
way i believe.
-- Cathrine Larkin Sr.-- Cathrine Larkin Sr.

Very useful to all of group of people. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will planning to study yet again once again down the road. I am
just very easily can get a satisfaction of looking at a created book.
-- Mark Bernier-- Mark Bernier
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